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The essential reference book for today's young scientists from ages 7-12, Science: A Visual

Encyclopedia tackles key curriculum topics including biology, chemistry, and physics, and

introduces children to the world of science around them. Explaining the principles of science in a

lively and exciting way, the scope of subjects covered is immense â€” from atoms to acids, hydrogen

to heat, recycling to radioactivity, single-celled organisms to sound and everything in between.

Throughout the book, fast fact boxes reveal fascinating information at a glance while cutting-edge

images help bring the subject matter to life and biographies of scientists and inventors including

Galileo, Isaac Newton, and Marie Curie help highlight great discoveries through time. With content

appropriate for children ages 7-12, Science: A Visual Encyclopedia gives a comprehensive

overview of an often tricky subject and makes it easy to digest. Supports the Common Core State

Standards.
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The books are better in person. My children love them. I actually purchased a bunch of these books

in hopes that they would be good and that my kids would like them.My children are homeschooled.

These books add to the curriculum my wife has them on. They also read them just for fun. The



pictures are amazing. Very pleased with the purchase....

I am SO happy I decided to purchase this book. It was full of color and it kept my 10 yr old son's

attention. We use it in conjunction with our Science text book to further learn about what we are

studying at the time. For example, we were studying cells and we just looked up what they had

about cells in the book and it really helped my son understand more about cells. Love it! Would

recommend this to homeschooling parents out there who could use this in addition to the actual

book. Will be ordering the Geometry one as well!

Great book, very well made and interesting both for kids and grown-ups. My 9 year old daughter

wants to be a scientist and this is a great start for her.

Gave it as a gift to a precocious 9 year old. He loves it.

A beautiful, high quality book.

Very happy

My 12 year old granddaughter loved this book so much that my other granddaughter, 11 years old

wanted one also.

My son has always loved science. He was an early reader and has always been drawn to nonfiction

and science based reading. This is a great book with a large variety of intriguing topics. Makes

learning facts a whole lot of fun. Nice visual pictures to accompany the text.
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